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Abstra t

This paper deals with the redu tion of i ker in old
lms. This artifa t appears as global, qui k and random variations of the luminan e and ontrast between
onse utive frames of a sequen e. Initially, we present
a method based on the orre tion of mean and varian e parameters of the sequen e. However, although
this method redu es mean and varian e variation between frames, it does not yield good visual results. Finally, an algorithm based on the histogram mat hing
is proposed. This method provides mu h better visual
results.

1 Introdu tion

Old lms often present a number of degradations
su h as s rat hes, i ker, warping, dust, noise, et . In
this paper, we on entrate on the problem of frame
i ker. It onsists on global intensity variations between two onse utive frames. The gure 1 shows two
onse utive frames of a shot of the Charles Chaplin
lm His new job (1915), where i ker an be easily
per eived.
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hange in the image mean intensity is not suÆ ient to
solve the problem.
In [?℄ the diÆ ulty of i ker redu tion is treated,
and they laim that the use of noise suppression te hniques may also redu e the i ker. In [?℄ an a ne
transformation of the intensity is proposed. Here we
propose two te hniques. The rst one also uses an
aÆne transformation; the transformation parameters
are found on a basis of a time model of mean and
varian e variations.
The se ond method, tries to nd a non-linear intensity transformation in order to a hieve that the transformed image intensity is statisti ally similar to the
other neighbour frames.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2 we present the method based on mean and varian e orre tions based on time models. Se tion 3 explains the te hnique used to nd the nonlinear transformation. Finally, se tion 4 presents some on lusions.

2 Time model Method

The i ker e e t is due to di erent physi al reasons.
In pra ti e, for our purpose it suÆ es to say that if we
analyze the time variations of the mean and varian e
of ea h frame in an old lm, two omponents appear:
 Random variations.
 Periodi variations.

Figure 1: Two onse utive frames of a sequen e of the
lm "His new job".
Few resear hers have addressed this problem. This
may be be ause the problem may seem very easy to
solve. However, this is not the ase, sin e a simple
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Moreover mean and varian e present a linear tenden y
due to the real evolution of this parameters in time.
the parameters of these three omponents an be
estimated and then we an eliminate. First, we estimate the linear tenden y. Then this linear tenden y is
substra ted. Se ondly, the parameters of the periodi
variation are found. Then, the periodi variation is
substra ted. Finally, the rest is onsidered to be the
random omponent.

Figure 2 shows the time variation of the frames
mean intensity along time. Also, it displays the linear tenden y and all but the random omponent, after
model tting. The same pro ess an be made over the
sequen e varian e.
On e that we have found the three ontributions,
we obtain the target mean variation as a linear ombination of the three omponents. This ombination
uses a fa tor of 1 for the linear tenden y and small fa tors for the other two omponents. Using the original
and target mean and varian e we ompute the aÆne
transformation parameters that yield the desired result for ea h frame.
The results that an be obtained are shown in gure 3. Aadir
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H [r℄ = T2 1[T1[r℄℄
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It suÆ es to build a LUT from the above equation
to make the transformation eÆ iently.
Figure 4 shows the histograms of the images in gure 1. It an be easily seen that a simple aÆne transformation an not turn a histogram into the other. In
gure **tal**, the target histogram is shown (the same
for both frames). In gure ** ual** the transformation for ea h frame an be seen. Finally **imagenes**
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The idea of our method is as follows. Imagine that
we have two histograms: the original frame histogram
and the target histogram of that frame. The target
histogram for a ertain frame is omputed by averaging the histograms of neighbour frames. We an easily
ompute the transformation from ea h histogram into
a uniform one. If we apply the rst transformation to
the original frame would obtain a uniform histogram.
Then the inverse of the se ond transformation applied
to the equalized frame will give an image with a histogram similar to the target histogram.
Let T1 [r℄ be the intensity transformation used to
hange the original histogram into a uniform one. Let
T2[r℄ be the intensity transformation used to hange
the target histogram into a uniform one. The global
transformation from original histogram to target is:
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Figure 2: Mean of the frames, linear tenden y and
linear+periodi omponent
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Figure 4: Histograms of images in gure 1.
In order to preserve the natural evolution of histogram in the sequen e, ea h frame su ers a transformation to hange its histogram into the averaged
histogram of the image one and the histograms of adja ent images.
Figure 3: Result of time model method applied to
frames of gure 1.

3 Histogram mat hing Method

This method is based on histogram equalization
te hnique [?, ?℄ whi h onsists of hanging the image
histogram into a uniform histogram.

4 Con lusions

In this paper has been demonstrated that a method
based on the hange of bright and ontrast of the image sequen e in order to eliminate the i ker e e t
is not eÆ ient. However, our method based on histograms equalization solves the problem and it has
been explained here, too.
Many sequen es pro eeding from some omerial lms and others supplied by "Comunidad
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Figure 5: Transfer fun tion of hange histogram proess.

Figure 6: Result of histogram method applied over
frames of gure 1.
Valen iana Television (Canal 9)" has been analyzed using both methods, manifesting the satisfa tory results of the se ond one.
Original
sequen es and orre ted ones an be found in
http://gpiserver.d om.upv.es/restoration.html.
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